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Objective Functions for Optimization of Resilient
and Non-Resilient IP Routing

Abstract—Intradomain routing in IP networks follows leastcost paths according to administrative link costs. Routing optimization modifies these values to minimize an objective function
for a network with given link capacities and traffic matrix. An
example for an objective function is the maximum utilization of
all links under failure-free conditions or also after rerouting in
case of network failures. Many papers have provided heuristic
algorithms for routing optimization using different objective
functions, but the investigation and comparison of various objective functions has not attracted much attention so far.
In this work we present several objective functions for resilient
IP routing. We also propose a new combined optimization
approach which can simultaneously optimize different objective
functions with almost no additional computation effort and
describe new techniques to minimize overall computation time.
The different objective functions and combinations thereof are
then analyzed and compared experimentally.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Intradomain routing in IP networks follows least-cost paths
according to administrative link costs. Distributed routing
algorithms disseminate the cost values for all links throughout
the network so that routers have a consistent view on the
topology and the link costs. Based on this information, they
calculate least-cost paths and install appropriate entries in the
forwarding tables. When links or nodes fail in an IP network,
this information is propagated to all nodes so that they can
recalculate the least-cost paths and modify their forwarding
tables accordingly. Thus, after some time, traffic can be routed
again in the remaining topology. This property makes IP
networks very robust against failures because correct routes
between two nodes are installed as long as they still have a
physical connection.
Traffic engineering in IP networks is rather difficult, even
when considering routing only under failure-free conditions,
because the path layout can be controlled only indirectly by
modifying the administrative link costs. For a network with
given link capacities and traffic matrix, the link cost settings
can be optimized by minimizing a certain objective function
like, e.g., the maximum utilization of all links in the network.
This optimization problem has been extensively studied in
the past and proven to be NP-complete [1]. Therefore, many
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heuristic algorithms have been proposed which use objective
functions that are based on the utilization of the links in the
network. The most prominent functions are the maximum link
utilization and a function proposed by Fortz in [2] that takes
the load of all links into account. There are also other objective
functions and some of them have been compared in [3] in a
more general context than IP routing.
We consider traffic engineering for resilient IP networks
where expected link loads should be low or well balanced
even in case of certain outages. Traffic should be carried on
appropriate paths under failure-free conditions and also in
certain failure scenarios. Therefore, optimization of resilient
routing requires objective functions reflecting the quality of
the path layout under failure-free conditions and after rerouting
in the failure scenarios of interest. So far, only a few studies
have tackled optimization of resilient IP routing. Most of them
use the maximum link utilization as objective function or a
specific failure-comprising extension of the function proposed
by Fortz [4].
In this work, we propose additional objective functions
for optimization of resilient IP routing that intuitively extend
Fortz’s objective function to include failures. We investigate
whether the objective functions are equivalent and lead to
the same optimization results. We examine link utilizations
and path lengths in differently optimized IP routings and
measure the impact of the considered objective functions
on the runtime of our heuristic algorithm. Furthermore, we
propose enhanced techniques to minimize computation time of
objective functions and present an extension to our heuristic
that allows the combined optimization of different objective
functions.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II gives an
overview of related work. Section III introduces various objective functions for resilient and non-resilient routing optimization. In Section IV we review our optimization approach
and propose the new combined optimization and computation
speedup techniques. Section V investigates various objective
functions for optimization of resilient and non-resilient IP routing. Section VI summarizes this work and draws conclusions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
We briefly review existing work regarding the optimization
of IP routing with and without resilience requirements.
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A. Optimization of Non-Resilient IP Routing
The problem of IP routing optimization without resilience
requirements is NP-complete [1], [5]. Some papers solve the
problem by (integer) linear programs [1], [6]–[14]. Since the
search space is rather large, others prefer fast heuristics and
use local search techniques [2], genetic algorithms [15]–[21],
simulated annealing, or other heuristics [22], [23]. Riedl et
al. consider non-additive link costs and thereby increase the
solution space [24]. Xu et al. propose a new link state routing
protocol PEFT; it is based on link costs and can achieve
optimal traffic engineering [25].
The papers use different objective functions. The mostly
applied objective function is the maximum utilization of all
links [11], [16], [18], [20], [24], [25]. A similar objective is
the maximization of unused bandwidth [22]. Others combine
the maximum link utilization and some other performance
objective [6], [9]. In contrast, Fortz et al. propose a more
complex objective function where the utilization of each link in
the network contributes to the target value using a continuous,
piece-wise linear, monotonically increasing penalty function
[2]. This function has been adopted by many other researchers
[15], [23], [25].
B. Optimization of Resilient IP Routing
Optimization of resilient IP routing improves the path layout
for the failure-free scenario and for a set of protected failure
cases. First solutions to that problem were presented in [4],
[26], [27] for single link failures. The presented algorithms
use a local search technique combined with a tabu list or a
hash function to mark already visited solutions. To escape
from local minima, [4] sets some link weights to random
values. To speed up the algorithm, [26] investigates only a
random fraction of possible neighboring configurations (link
cost settings) while [27], [28] benefit from a heuristic choosing
appropriate neighboring configurations that are next visited. To
accelerate the computation speed, [29] evaluates the objective
function only for a reduced set of critical links instead of the
entire set of protected failure scenarios. Recently, we have
presented another heuristic for the optimization of resilient
IP routing based on the idea of threshold accepting [30]. In
[31] the efficiency of heuristic methods based on tabu search
and steepest ascent were compared with bounds provided by
mixed integer programs. Fortz et al. also propose to modify
a few link costs to improve the current load situation when
a link fails or when the traffic matrix changes. Thus, they
tackle this problem by configuring new link costs rather than
to find link cost settings that perform well for a given set of
conditions [32], [33].
Optimization of resilient IP routing requires different objective functions than optimization of IP routing for the failurefree scenario. The maximum utilization of all links in all
protected failure scenarios has been minimized in [30]. The
authors of [27] use a combination of the maximum link
utilization in the failure-free scenario and the maximum link
utilization in all protected failure scenarios as objective function that needs to be minimized. In [28] they include another

performance metric motivated by service level agreements.
The authors of [31] maximize the minimum unused capacity
on the links in all protected failure scenarios. Fortz et al.
extend their objective function previously proposed for the
failure-free case by computing its value for the failure-free
case and for all protected failure scenarios; their new objective
function for resilient routing consists of half the value for the
failure-free scenario and half the average of the value of all
failure scenarios [4]. Sridharan et al. [29] use a generalized
weighted average of these values. Taking the maximum over
the values that are obtained by Fortz’s function for all failure
scenarios has been mentioned by Yuan [26]. In [30] and [34]
we consider more complex optimization goals that take into
account other technological constraints.
III. O BJECTIVE F UNCTIONS FOR ROUTING O PTIMIZATION
We briefly introduce our nomenclature and present various
objective functions for resilient and non-resilient routing optimization.
A. Nomenclature
We model a network topology by a graph consisting of a
set1 of nodes (vertices) 𝒱 and a set of directed links (edges) ℰ.
We describe a failure scenario s ⊆ (𝒱 ∪ ℰ) by the set of failed
elements. The failure-free scenario is denoted by s = 0,
/ and 𝒮
describes the set of all considered scenarios. In the remainder
of this work, we usually consider the failure free scenario and
all single link failures, i.e., 𝒮 = {0}
/ ∪ {{l} : l ∈ ℰ}.
We represent bandwidths and administrative link costs of
all links by the vectors2 c and k. The link costs are integers
between kmin = 1 and kmax , thus, they are taken from a vector
space with (kmax )∣ℰ ∣ elements. The default metric uses uniform
link costs and it is denoted by k = 1. The routing in IP
networks depends on the administrative link costs k and
the specific set s of failed elements. The function uks (l, v, w)
indicates the fraction of traffic from v to w that is carried
over link l in failure scenario s when link costs k apply. This
description models both single-path and multipath routing.
The indexed components D(v, w) of traffic matrix D provide
the expected traffic between nodes v and w ∈ 𝒱. The utilization
ρ(k, l, s) of a link l in a failure scenario s, the maximum
utilization ρ𝒮max (k, l) of link l in all failure scenarios s ∈ 𝒮,
and the maximum utilization ρ𝒮max
,ℰ (k) of all links l ∈ ℰ in all
failure scenarios s ∈ 𝒮 are calculated for any link cost vector
(
)
k by
ρ(k, l, s) =
∑ uks (l, v, w) ⋅ D(v, w) /c(l) (1)
v,w∈𝒱

ρ𝒮max (k, l) = max (ρ(k, l, s))
s∈𝒮

max
ρ𝒮max
,ℰ (k) = max (ρ𝒮 (k, l))
l∈ℰ

(2)
(3)

1 Calligraphic letters 𝒳 denote sets and the operator ∣𝒳 ∣ indicates the
cardinality of a set.
2 A link-specific property x can be denoted in a compact way by a vector
x that is printed boldface. The indexed components of a vector are denoted
by x(l) with l ∈ ℰ.
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Fortz et al. [2] explain that it is cheap to send traffic
over links with small utilization, but gets increasingly more
expensive when a link utilization approaches its capacity.
Therefore, they define a function φ that depends on the link
utilization and penalizes high values. The function φ (cf. Figure 1) is continuous and piecewise linear because some integer
linear program problem solvers require these properties for
their optimization. Furthermore, it is monotonically increasing
(concave) in order to favor short paths in the network (cf.
Section V-C2) while mitigating high link utilizations. It is
defined by φ (0) = 0 and its derivative:
⎧
1
for
0
≤ x < 1/3




1
3
for
/3 ≤ x < 2/3


⎨
2
10
for
/3 ≤ x < 9/10
φ ′ (x) =
(4)
9
70
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1
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⎩
11
5000 for
/10 ≤ x <
∞
The general Fortz function for a given scenario s ∈ S is
shown in Equation (5). In contrast to the original definition in
[2] we normalized the sum by the number of links.
F(s) =

1
∑ φ (ρ(k, l, s))
∣ℰ∣ l∈
ℰ

(5)

φ(x)

15
10
5
0

0

1/3

Fig. 1.
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9/10

1

11/10

Fortz’s utilization-dependent penalty function φ .

B. Objective Functions for Non-Resilient IP Routing
All objective functions calculate a benchmark value for the
routing, based on the current link costs k. For explanations,
we denote a generic objective function with Ψ, and if the
dependency on a special kspec is important, we write Ψ(kspec ).
For routing optimization without resilience requirements,
the following two objective functions are mainly used.
U0/max : The maximum link utilization, which has been used,
e.g., in [30], reflects only the utilization of the most
loaded link. U0/max = maxl∈ℰ (ρ(k, l, 0))
/
F0/ : This is the general Fortz function applied to failure free
routing: F0/ = F(0).
/ In contrast to U0/max , it reflects the
load level of all links.
C. Objective Functions for Resilient IP Routing
For resilient routing optimization, the objective functions
U0/max and F0/ need to be extended to reflect the link utilizations
in all protected scenarios s ∈ 𝒮.
U𝒮max : We extend objective function U0/max for resilient routing
by defining U𝒮max = ρ𝒮max
,ℰ (k). We used this function in
[30]. A similar function has been used by Nucci et al.
[27]. They composed a weighted average of the failure

free performance and the maximum utilization over all
weighted
failures: U𝒮
= (1 − w) ⋅U0/max + w ⋅U𝒮max .

weighted

F𝒮

: Fortz et al. [4] calculate a weighted average and
give equal importance to the failure-free scenario as to
all other protected scenarios together. Hence, we get
weighted
1
⋅ ∑s∈𝒮 ,s∕=0/ (F(s)).
F𝒮
= 12 ⋅ F0/ + 12 ⋅ ∣𝒮 ∣−1
We also examined the simple equal-weighted average
avg
F𝒮 = ∣𝒮1 ∣ ⋅ ∑s∈𝒮 (F(s)). It produces similar results as
weighted

F𝒮
, but takes longer to calculate. Thus, only the
interesting computation time results are presented for this
objective function.
max,out
F𝒮
: Another option is to take the maximum F(s) of
all considered failure scenarios s ∈ 𝒮, which results in
F𝒮max,out = maxs∈𝒮 (F(s)). A function based on this is
used, e.g., in [26].
F𝒮max,in : We extend the objective function F0/ for resilience
purposes by substituting the utilization ρ(k, l, 0)
/ of a link
in the failure-free scenario by its maximum utilization
ρ𝒮max (k, l) in all considered failure scenarios s ∈ 𝒮. This
results in: F𝒮max,in = ∣ℰ1 ∣ ⋅ ∑l∈ℰ φ (ρ𝒮max (k, l)).
IV. H EURISTIC O PTIMIZER
To compare the quality of different objective functions,
we built a heuristic routing optimizer, based on previous
work [30]. We present a new optimized objective calculation
process which lowers computation times drastically. We also
developed a new combined optimization technique, which can
improve two different objective functions simultaneously.
A. Heuristic Optimizer

Finding the optimal routing solution for a given network and
traffic matrix is an NP-complete problem. The search space
of possible link cost settings is very large and enumeration
of all settings is impossible even for very small networks.
Thus, a heuristic is required for the optimization process. We
implemented threshold accepting (TA), a probabilistic heuristic
that tries to minimize the objective functions in the network.
TA starts with a random initialization of all link costs k
with values between 1 and kmax . At each iteration step, the
algorithm randomly selects a (random) number of links whose
link costs are (randomly) changed. This new link cost setting
knew results in a new routing, and thus, a new objective
function value Ψnew . If Ψnew is better than ever before, the
algorithm stores this value in Ψbest and also stores kbest to
return it later as final result when no better value is found
until then. If Ψnew is not worse than a threshold T above the
current best value (Ψnew ≤ Ψbest + T ), the link costs knew are
accepted as starting point for the next iteration. The threshold
is introduced to increase the chance to escape from one of
the numerous local minima and find the global minimum.
If the new value is above the threshold, the next iteration
starts with the previous k. Finally, if no new Ψbest is found
after imax iterations, Ψbest and kbest are returned as result. The
algorithm can then be restarted with a different seed, resulting
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in a different initialization and other random neighbors so that
new areas of the link cost search space are explored.
B. Combined Optimization
Some objective functions only consider specific attributes
of a path layout. For example, U0/max only looks at the link
with the highest utilization. All other links are not regarded at
all, but routing on them can still be improved using another
objective function. Thus, we extended the TA heuristic to perform combined optimization of two objective functions Ψ1 and
Ψ2 . The primary objective function Ψ1 is minimized as before.
When a new cost setting knew results in Ψ1 (knew ) = Ψ1 (kbest ),
it is only accepted as new best when Ψ2 (knew ) < Ψ2 (kbest ).
When Ψ1 (knew ) < Ψ1 (kbest ), then it is accepted (and kbest is
set to knew ) regardless of the performance of the secondary
objective function. Thus, Ψ2 can also increase because more
importance is given to Ψ1 .
Note that the computational overhead of the combined
optimization is very low since Ψ2 must only be calculated if
Ψ1 (knew ) = Ψ1 (kbest ). Also, the link utilizations are already
calculated for Ψ1 so that no new routing calculation must be
performed. Figure 2 presents a typical combined optimization
run. It shows the values of two different optimization functions. The upper line represents the current best value of the
primary objective function Ψ1 (kbest ) which only decreases.
The bottom points are the current values of the secondary
objective function Ψ2 (kbest ).
0.9
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0.8

Ψ

2

Ψ

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0
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100
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Fig. 2. Evolution of two objective values Ψ1 and Ψ2 during a combined
optimization run.

C. Improved Computation of Objective Functions
The most time-consuming step in the optimization algorithm
is the calculation of the objective function Ψ. Dijkstra’s algorithm must be called ∣𝒱∣-times to calculate the routing towards
each node v ∈ 𝒱. Then, link utilizations must be calculated
from these shortest paths. These complex calculations have to
be repeated for every protected scenario s ∈ 𝒮.
Sridharan et al. [29] accelerate the evaluation of the objective function by considering only a set of critical failures
instead of the entire set of protected failure scenarios 𝒮. This
requires careful selection of the included failures. The critical
scenarios can also change when routing is changed. Thus, the
optimization could run in a wrong direction until a new set of
critical links is chosen.

Our algorithm has three speedup improvements. First, it
takes the previous Ψ and the current threshold T as input
when calculating Ψnew . In each iteration we iterate linearly
over a list of all failure scenarios and incrementally calculate
Ψnew . The calculation can then be stopped as soon as it is clear
that Ψnew will be larger than Ψ + T . Second, we check which
failure scenario had the largest impact on Ψnew and move this
scenario to the front of the scenario list. Then, subsequent
calculations of Ψ start with the evaluation of previous worstcase scenarios, and in many cases, the calculation can be
aborted early. The third improvement is incremental routing
calculation, where only the failure-free routing is calculated
completely. In each failure scenario, only the flows that used
a failed network element need to be recalculated, while the
remaining routing stays the same. All these features together
lead to a very fast heuristic optimization and allow us to run
a multitude of experiments.
V. R ESULTS
We present the networks under study and look at the average
duration required by our heuristic to compute different objective functions. Then, we compare properties of optimized link
cost settings achieved through different objective functions.
We first consider non-resilient IP routing since it is easier to
analyze and then resilient IP routing.
A. Experiment Setup
We use well-known realistic networks for our experiments:
COST239 [35], GEANT [36], Labnet03 [37], and NOBEL
[38]. For compactness sake we present here mainly the results
for COST239 and some results for NOBEL (see Figures 3(a)
and (b)) since the results from the other networks do not yield
additional insights. As benchmark for the optimization we use
the unoptimized hop count (HC) routing where each link cost
is set to 1 (k = 1). The resulting paths are shortest paths with
respect to hop count. The equal-cost multipath (ECMP) routing
option is used when multiple equal-cost paths exist. For the
optimization and analysis of resilient routing we consider all
single link failures. We use population-based traffic matrices
[37] and scale them so that the maximum link utilization
reaches 100% in the worst link failure scenario for HC routing.

(a) COST239 network with
11 nodes and 26 links.
Fig. 3.

(b) NOBEL network with 28 nodes
and 41 links.
Networks under study.
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U0/max

F0/

max
U𝒮

avg
F𝒮

weighted
max,out
F𝒮
F𝒮

max,in
F𝒮

COST239
∣𝒮∣ = 27

0.30ms
/1

0.29ms
/1

0.35ms
/ 1.88

0.46ms
/ 7.12

0.42ms
/ 5.69

0.33ms
/ 1.30

0.38ms
/ 2.86

NOBEL
∣𝒮∣ = 42

2.47ms
/1

2.47ms
/1

3.50ms
/ 3.29

8.00ms
/ 21.20

5.71ms
/ 12.36

2.97ms
/ 1.57

3.96ms
/ 4.20

Especially the computation of objective functions that include a maximum can be aborted early. For U𝒮max , on average
only 1.88 out of 27 scenarios are evaluated in the COST239
network and in the NOBEL network 3.29 out of 42. All
protected scenarios s ∈ 𝒮 need to be computed only when
Ψ(knew ) is close to the current best result.
When evaluating an objective function that calculates an
avg
average, e.g. F𝒮 , more scenarios need to be computed before
a worse knew can be rejected. As each scenario contributes
only a small share to the average value, many scenarios need
to be computed before the currently computed average value
avg
can exceed a reference value. The evaluation of F𝒮 in the
COST239 network was aborted on average after the computation of 7.12 out of 27 scenarios. In the NOBEL network,
even 21.20 out of 42 scenarios were computed on average.
weighted
The evaluation of F𝒮
can be aborted earlier because the
failure-free scenario is always computed first and contributes
avg
half to the weighted average. Therefore, compared to F𝒮 ,
weighted
for F𝒮
fewer other scenarios need to be computed until
the interim weighted average exceeds a reference value. The
average calculation times in milliseconds show the effect of the

1

U∅max

0.5

F∅
U∅max + F∅
0
0.5

0.52

0.54

0.56

0.58
0.6
U∅max

0.62

0.64

0.66

↓ HC: 0.788 ↓

Network

We investigate whether the optimization with the objective
functions U0/max and F0/ leads to link cost settings that are also
good in the view of the other. Furthermore, we study average
path lengths and link utilizations caused by the different objective functions. Besides, we illustrate the impact of combined
optimization using two different objective functions U0/max +F0/ .
1) Mutual Optimization: We would like to know whether
link cost settings optimized with one objective function lead
also to good values when evaluated by other objective functions. Therefore, we have evaluated the U0/max and F0/ values for
all link cost settings optimized with U0/max , F0/ , and U0/max + F0/ .
Figure 4(a) shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the U0/max values for the optimized link cost settings in the
COST239 network. Link cost settings optimized with U0/max
or U0/max + F0/ mostly have F0/ values between 0.54 and 0.57.
This is a significant improvement since the U0/max value for HC
routing is 0.79. The distinct steps in the CDF imply that there
are many link cost settings which lead to the same U0/max value.
The U0/max values for the link cost settings optimized with F0/
are significantly larger and are spread over a wide utilization
range. Nevertheless, they are clearly smaller than the U0/max
value of HC routing. The best link cost setting for F0/ has a
relatively large U0/max value of 0.613.

0.68

(a) CDFs of U0/max values.
1
HC: 0.458

TABLE I
AVERAGE COMPUTATION EFFORT FOR DIFFERENT OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS .

C. Optimization of Non-Resilient IP Routing

cdf

B. Average Evaluation Time of Objective Functions
The optimization step requires the evaluation of the objective function for each considered link cost setting knew . That
includes the calculation of the routing and the link utilization
for each protected failure scenario s ∈ 𝒮. Thus, optimizing
resilient routing is usually more complex than only optimizing
the failure-free scenario.
Section IV-C describes methods for computation speedups
and here we show their effectiveness depending on the objective function. When calculations are aborted early and worst
scenarios are moved to the front of the list, on average only
a few scenarios must be evaluated during the search for a
new Ψbest . In addition, incremental routing calculation speeds
up the computation of the routing in failure scenarios. Table I
lists average computation times for the (possibly early aborted)
evaluation of objective functions during a regular optimization
run. It also shows the average number of evaluated scenarios.

incremental routing calculation. Even if many scenarios have
to be computed, the additional overhead is low. For example,
the evaluation of the single failure-free scenario in U0/max takes
2.47ms in the NOBEL network. Evaluating 21.2 scenarios
avg
instead of a single one for the calculation of F𝒮 takes only
8ms which is just 3.24 times longer.

cdf

We run our TA heuristic for routing optimization with a
small threshold T = 0.001, a maximum link cost kmax = 10,
and a high number of unsuccessful iterations imax = 100, 000.
Most optimization runs tested between 200,000 and 350,000
different link cost settings. We have optimized every network
for every objective function during 24 hours, i.e., when a run
was finished, the heuristic was restarted with a new seed. The
number of performed optimization runs is in the magnitude
of about 1000 and strongly depends on the used objective
functions and whether resilience was needed or not.

0.5

0
0.38

0.4

0.42

0.44

0.46

U∅max
F∅
U∅max + F∅
0.48

0.5

0.52

F∅

(b) CDFs of F0/ values.
Fig. 4. CDFs of objective functions for all link cost settings optimized for
non-resilient IP routing (lines: optimization objective).

Figure 4(b) presents the CDFs of Fortz’s original objective
function F0/ for all optimized link cost settings. All CDFs
have a continuous shape which means that only very few
optimized link cost settings have the same F0/ value, regardless
of the objective function used for their optimization. The F0/
values for link cost settings optimized with F0/ are significantly
smaller than those for link cost settings optimized with U0/max
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0.5

0
1.55

HC: 1.564

cdf

1
U∅max
F∅
U∅max + F∅
1.6
1.65
Average path length

1.7

Fig. 5. CDFs of average path lengths for all link cost settings optimized for
non-resilient IP routing (lines: optimization objective).

Imagine an additive objective function similar to F0/ whose
utilization-dependent penalty function is purely linear. Its
lowest value is achieved if traffic is carried on shortest paths,
but it does not offer incentives to move traffic away from paths
with high utilization. The utilization-dependent penalty in
Fortz’s objective function F0/ has different slopes. Therefore, its
objective value increases if traffic is not carried over shortest
paths, unless the utilizations of some links are thereby reduced
under a lower threshold of the penalty function. Therefore,
link cost settings optimized with F0/ lead to shorter path
lengths compared to those optimized with U0/max . The combined
optimization with U0/max + F0/ significantly reduces the average
path length compared to optimization with U0/max only.
3) Link Utilizations: Figure 6 shows the complementary
CDF (CCDF) of the link utilizations for the link cost settings
with the best objective function values in the COST239
network. The logarithmic y-axis makes differences in the high
utilization range more visible. HC routing leads to rather high

utilization values on a few links. We use it as reference for
comparison. The link cost setting optimized with F0/ reduces
the high utilization values and increases the load on lightly
utilized links. The link cost setting optimized with U0/max
minimizes the maximum link utilization dramatically but also
increases the load on many other lightly utilized links. The
link cost setting obtained from the combined optimization
U0/max + F0/ limits the maximum link utilization to the same
value as the link cost setting optimized with U0/max but it
increases the load of fewer links.
0

10

ccdf

only. About 75% of the latter are even worse than the F0/
value for HC routing. However, the link cost settings of the
combined optimization with U0/max + F0/ lead to significantly
improved F0/ values. The best link cost settings according
to their own optimization criterion are identified by a small
marker in Figure 4. Their F0/ values are rather high, and the
one for the link cost setting with the least U0/max value is larger
than the F0/ value for HC routing. Thus, link cost settings with
good U0/max values can produce rather moderate F0/ values.
We briefly recapitulate. The combined optimization leads to
link cost settings whose U0/max is as good as those of link cost
settings optimized with U0/max only, but it produces significantly
better F0/ values. Since optimization with U0/max yields many
best link cost settings, a secondary objective function can
effectively be pursued by combined optimization. This does
not work for F0/ because any change to the routing is likely to
modify the F0/ value so that it is hard to find link cost settings
with the same F0/ values but better U0/max values. Therefore,
we did not show results for optimizing first F0/ and then
U0/max . Furthermore, link cost settings optimized with F0/ lead
to large U0/max values and vice-versa. Hence, U0/max and F0/ do
not optimize each other.
2) Average Path Lengths: Figure 5 shows CDFs of the
average path lengths for IP routing with optimized link cost
settings. HC routing leads to the shortest possible average path
length of 1.564. Routing optimization with objective function
U0/max is likely to move traffic away from shortest paths when
they have a large utilization otherwise. This leads to a longer
average path length.
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Fig. 6. CCDF of the link utilization for the link cost settings with the best
objective function values.

D. Optimization of Resilient IP Routing
We consider the potential of mutual optimization of objective functions for resilient IP routing optimization and report
on path lengths and maximum link utilizations. The NOBEL
network has extreme bottlenecks in failure cases. We show
that combined optimization is particularly useful for resilient
IP routing optimization in such cases.
1) Mutual Optimization: Similar to Figures 4(a) and (b),
Figures 7(a)–(d) show the CDFs of specific objective functions for link cost settings that were optimized with different
objective functions in the COST239 network. The objective
function values for the best link cost settings as well as those
for HC routing are also indicated.
We observe that the four considered objective functions
produce values in different ranges. U𝒮max yields maximum
utilization values and leads, therefore, to different numbers
than the other functions whose values are derived from the
utilization-dependent penalty function in Figure 1. The values
weighted
are larger than those for the failureobtained for F𝒮
agnostic F0/ in Figure 4(b), followed by F𝒮max,out and F𝒮max,in .
Due to failures they use larger utilization values as arguments
and also various maximization operations lead to larger values.
However, it does not make sense to compare values from
different objective functions with each other.
The smallest values for a specific objective function Ψ
are achieved by link cost settings that were optimized for
Ψ. This is the same phenomenon as in Section V-C1 and
not a surprising result. The figure also shows that the link
cost settings with the best optimized objective values lead
only to moderate other objective values. For all objective
weighted
functions except for F𝒮
, routing optimization achieves a
significant improvement compared to HC routing. Compared
weighted
to U𝒮max , the combined optimization U𝒮max + F𝒮
improves
the values for all considered objective functions. Link cost
weighted
settings optimized with F𝒮
lead to the worst values for all
other objective functions. However, this latter finding depends
on the network under study.
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slightly less traffic. The relation of the CDFs of the maximum
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objective function depends on the network.
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Fig. 7. CDFs of objective functions for all link cost settings optimized for
resilient IP routing (lines: optimization objective).

2) Average Path Lengths: We report essentially the same
findings for average path lengths for optimized resilient
IP routing as for optimized non-resilient IP routing in Section V-C2. HC routing produces the shortest paths but link cost
weighted
also lead to quite short paths.
settings optimized with F𝒮
Link cost settings optimized with U𝒮max lead to significantly
longer average path lengths, but combined optimization with
weighted
U𝒮max + F𝒮
reduces these values. The relation of the
average path lengths of F𝒮max,out and F𝒮max,in to those of the
other objective function depends on the network.
3) Maximum Link Utilization: With resilient routing, we
consider the maximum utilization of each link over all failure
scenarios. Again, we observe very similar phenomena as in
Section V-C3. HC routing produces the largest maximum
utilization values on a few links (cf. Figure 8). Link cost
settings optimized with U𝒮max lead to rather low maximum
utilization values but some links that carried only little traffic
with HC routing carry significantly more load. Link cost
weighted
settings optimized with F𝒮
also lead to large maximum
link utilization values, but many links have a lower maximum
utilization compared to link cost settings optimized with U𝒮max .
Compared to optimization with U𝒮max , combined optimizaweighted
yields the same upper bounds for
tion with U𝒮max + F𝒮
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Maximum utilization of each link
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Fig. 8. CCDF of the maximum link utilization over all single link failure
scenarios for the link cost settings with the best objective function values
(COST239 network).

4) Effect of Combined Optimization in the Presence of
Severe Bottlenecks: We consider now the NOBEL network.
When one of the links 14 ↔ 2 or 19 ↔ 5 (highlighted in
Figure 3(b)) fails, the other link has a high utilization of
91.45% since nodes 2, 5, and 15 are reachable from the rest
of the network only via this link. This sets a lower bound for
the maximum link utilization U𝒮max .
Our experiments with the NOBEL network (no figures
provided) show that all link cost settings optimized with
weighted
U𝒮max , F𝒮max,in , and the combined optimization U𝒮max + F𝒮
find a routing that minimizes the maximum link utilization
to 91.45%. In contrast, most link cost settings optimized
with F𝒮max,out exceed this value and all link cost settings
weighted
are far from reaching this bound at
optimized with F𝒮
all. Conversely, the link cost settings optimized with U𝒮max
weighted
values than HC routing.
have all significantly worse F𝒮
TABLE II
B EST LINK COST SETTINGS IN THE NOBEL NETWORK .
Ψ
Ψ
U𝒮max + Ψ
U𝒮max

Hop Count

U𝒮max

weighted

F𝒮

0.3823

F𝒮max,out F𝒮max,in
0.5200

1.2186
1.3299

0.3978

0.5364

0.9145

0.4680

0.6341

1.5910

1.0000

0.4213

0.6612

1.5328

The combined optimization achieves impressive improvements for any secondary Fortz-based objective function Ψ.
The first row of the table shows the best values of 3 different
optimizations using resilient Fortz-based functions, and the
second row shows best values of 3 combined optimizations,
using U𝒮max together with a Fortz-based function. The columns
specify which Fortz-based function was used. The lower part
of Table II shows objective function values for a best result
of U𝒮max optimization and for HC routing. The best U𝒮max
link cost setting leads to Fortz-based objective values that are
about as bad or even worse than those for HC routing. On
the contrary, the combined optimizations using U𝒮max and a
Fortz-based objective function can almost close the gap to
the best Fortz results, while still maintaining the same best
U𝒮max value of 0.9145.
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VI. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSION
Non-resilient IP routing optimization is NP-complete and
resilient IP routing optimization requires even more effort.
Therefore, this problem is usually tackled by heuristics. In
this paper we proposed new speedup techniques, new objective
functions, and combined optimization of a primary and secondary objective function. The effectiveness of our proposed
speedup techniques depends on the applied objective function.
The considered objective functions improve the network in
different ways. While some of them lower the maximum
link utilization, others also try to minimize the path lengths.
Routing optimized with one objective function does not need
to be good in the light of another objective function. It
may even be worse than hop count routing with respect
to that objective function. Therefore, it is up to the traffic
engineer to carefully decide which optimization goal is most
important for him. Combined optimization effects that low
maximum link utilizations can be achieved while keeping
average path lengths short. It is applicable for optimization of
both resilient and non-resilient IP routing and very effective if
a few severe network-inherent bottlenecks prohibit an effective
improvement of the routing.
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